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THE THIRTY-SIXTH GEORGE ELIOT MEMORIAL LECTURE, 2007 
Delivered by Dr Graham Handley 
SCENES AND AFTER 
The Folio Society's cosmetic edition of George Eliot's fiction, which was published in 1999, 
has no place on any spine of its seven-volume set for Scenes of Clerical Life. A search of the 
actual texts, however, reveals George Eliot's first published fiction bedded together with Silas 
Marner, the pair sharing a neat introduction by Jill Paton-Walsh. I pondered at the time if spine 
exclusion meant that Scenes was just too minor for remark, or whether, as is the way with 
publishers, getting things wrong can be ignored once the books are on the shelves or, as with 
the Folio edition, part of the decor. No furniture so charming as books, observed Sydney Smith, 
a thought echoed by Anthony Powell as a novel-heading in his Books Do Furnish a Room. You 
who are here today will know, of course, that Scenes is much more than a minor work, since 
you have lived through most of 2007 and have enjoyed constant association with those three 
stories. Merely reading the pamphlet on Scenes Revisited was quite an education for me, since 
I hadn't realized that Marian Evans shared a location, though not of course in time, with Larry 
Grayson. 
But today I must be serious and shut that door on frivolity. And I hope that you will forgive me 
for staying in Scenes for a while before I move on to 'After Scenes', because the 
correspondence of Lewes and Marian Evans with John Blackwood provides interesting 
pointers to what is to come. Lewes 's summary of the series says that it 'will consist of tales and 
sketches illustrative of the actual life of our country clergy about a quarter of a century ago; but 
solely in its human and not at all in its theological aspect' .1 He goes on to say that it will 
represent them 'like any other class with the humours, sorrows, and troubles of other men' (II, 
269). And of the author he observes 'He [note that He, since it is George preparing the way, so 
to speak, for George] 'begged me particularly to add that . . . the tone throughout will be 
sympathetic and not at all antagonistic' (II, 269). Lewes, business manager, initiator, fully 
supportive, always adroit, mentions his 'clerical friend' and then has to correct the implication 
later by telling Blackwood 'I am not at liberty to remove the veil of anonymity - even as 
regards social position' (II, 277), this, ironically, on Marian's thirty-seventh birthday, 22 
November 1856. Just over a couple of months later, on 4 February 1857, Marian writes to 
Blackwood naively suggesting that 'a nom de plume secures all the advantages without the 
disagreeables of reputation. Perhaps, therefore, it will be well to give you my prospective 
name, as a tub to throw to the whale in case of curious inquiries' (II, 292). She signs herself 
George Eliot, unaware that the whale of the press, the sharpness of local memory and the crude 
derivations of gossip would destroy the privacy she sought to guard. The important thing is that 
dialogue directly with John Blackwood has begun, and it is my contention that this influences 
one of two aspects of 'After Scenes' that I want to examine today. The first has to do with a 
structure used in much of her following fiction: the second with the clerical scenes in that 
fiction and their particular significance. 
Let me return to Blackwood, who responded to 'Mr Gilfil's Love-Story' with a welcoming 
appraisal of its social milieu but was seriously disturbed by the bald account of Caterina taking 
the dagger with the intention of killing Captain Wybrow. He suggested that the emphasis 
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should be altered to imply that she only dreamed or felt that she could do it. George Eliot's 
response is brevity itself: 'it would be the death of my story to substitute a dream for the real 
scene' (II, 309). This is a superb defence of her realism. Wybrow's death from heart failure does 
not lessen the fact that Caterina is a potential killer: she wishes to kill, and this is the substance 
of her ensuing guilt. Fast forward from this second story to George Eliot's final novel, Daniel 
Deronda. Gwendolen's reactions after the drowning of Grandcourt are a deeply disturbing 
variant of Caterina's situation, for Gwendolen's complex neurosis derives from her moral and 
sexual violation at the hands of Grandcourt on the plank-island and earlier. You need to look 
closely at the whole of Chapter 56 of Daniel Deronda to see how fully the name and nature of 
Gwendolen's anguished guilt is exposed, laid bare for the reader and more specifically and 
anguishedly too for Daniel. Then consider this. In 'Janet's Repentance' the penultimate chapter 
closes with Tryan's death. He says to Janet: 
'Let us kiss each other before we part.' 
She lifted up her face to his, and the full, life-breathing lips met the 
wasted dying ones in a sacred kiss of promise.2 
Fast forward again to Daniel Deronda, which harks back to this in a finely expansive way. We 
recall that Mordecai was to accompany Daniel and Mirah to the East. This is what happens in 
the final chapter of the novel: 
It was not till late in the afternoon, when the light was falling, that he took a 
hand of each in his and said, looking at Deronda, 'Death is coming to me as the 
divine kiss which is both parting and reunion - which takes me from your 
bodily eyes and gives me full presence in your soul. Where thou goest, Daniel, 
I shall go. ls it not begun? Have I not breathed my soul into you? We shall live 
together.' 3 
This is an expansion, and curiously but appositely Daniel Deronda is the only one of her novels 
to have no afterscene or afterhistory. The author-narrator does not go on to show whether this 
final sequence is mania or mysticism, sublimity or delusion. It was left to a meretricious 
anonymous author to write a sequel to Daniel Deronda, doubtless sparked by the idea that 
Daniel and Gwendolen should have married each other. But that belongs to romance, not to 
realism. This variant death scene shows George Eliot, though, as a great recycler, and in case 
you think I use this as a term of disparagement, think green, for each recycling is a refreshment, 
an expansion, as I have said above, an opening-out. Once again, it begins with Scenes of 
Clerical Life and John Blackwood. The latter suggested that she huddled up her stories, this 
after 'Amos' and his first reading of 'Mr Gilfil', and accordingly she started here to employ a 
technique which was to become part of her ongoing method up to Daniel Deronda. You will 
remember that she wrote a short Conclusion to 'Amos', an Epilogue to 'Gilfil', a final chapter 
to 'Janet's Repentance' which has Janet living still. Thereafter the technique becomes more 
formalized. The Epilogue to Adam Bede occurs eight years after the main action - the narrator 
says nine but that is an error - and brings us up to date on the Adam-Dinah marriage, Adam's 
meeting with Colonel Donnithome, and what I would call the cop-out of Hetty dying on the 
voyage home. The Mill on the Floss has a Conclusion, not dissimilar to that of 'Amos', with 
the tomb of Tom and Maggie the focal point initially five years after the flood, but the Red 
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Deeps brilliantly symbolizing the 'buried joy' for Philip. Silas Marner has a Conclusion which 
is little more than the marriage of Eppie and Aaron, but Romo/a follows the prescription in 
Scenes. Exactly eleven years on from the eve of the execution of Savonarola, Romola is seen 
as childminder, social worker, carer, teacher and moral adviser to Tessa and family, perhaps a 
good thing since Lillo shows signs of being a chip off the Tito block. It is contrived, somewhat 
cosy, and a stark contrast to the previous scene. An Epilogue also domesticates Felix Holt and 
Esther and contains a brief historical survey which frugally complements the spacious wisdom 
of the Introduction. There is an arch narratorial confidence: 'As to the town in which Felix Holt 
now resides, I will keep that a secret, lest he should be troubled by any visitor having the 
insufferable motive of curiosity.'• And in Middlemarch the practice begun in Scenes is maturely 
reflected by writing the afterscenes of its characters, its Prelude more than balanced by the 
Finale. In my ends are my beginnings. The technique of epilogues, conclusions, afterscenes is 
not, I think, completely successful. George Eliot is not perfect. Telling of character and event 
lacks the graphic immediacy of character in action and the happenings which condition and 
change it. For George Eliot the past was not a foreign country, to use that over-quoted and 
simplistic generalization, but a well-known, treasured and accessible one, allowing for the 
hindsight of enlightenment, the interrogations of maturity, perspective and understanding. But 
the present is a continuum, the future is unknown, and there cannot be an Epilogue to Daniel 
Deronda. But now I want to return to the other aspect of 'After Scenes', the continuing 
presentation of clerical characters in George Eliot's fiction. After writing those first stories she 
abandoned the series, though she indicated that a fourth scene involving the Clerical Tutor had 
been in her mind. In a sense she would write it, since Mr Stelling's misteaching of Tom 
Tulliver in The Mill on the Floss is a clerical scene having a distinctly focused ironic 
perception. 
I believe, and I don't claim any originality for this, that most of George Eliot's novels have 
clerical sequences which reflect her imaginative realism. Although Marian Evans had 
deconstructed Christianity effectively by the time she came to write fiction, she accepted that 
religion, from the individualized calling of Dinah Morris at one end of the scale to the political 
martyrdom of Savonarola at the other, was at the hub of personal and communal activity. Each 
clerical scene in her fiction is weighted, naturally subserving the demands of plot and character, 
furthering the action in particular directions, revealing aspects of selfhood, service, ambition or 
inadequacy, goodness or opportunism. They are part, if you like, of the ongoing history of their 
author, her development of attitudes, her reflexes of changed perspective, extensions of her 
compassionate and probing irony. Indeed, before she became George Eliot she had experienced 
life-enhancing liberation from the constraints of the narrow, Evangelical outlook which marks 
her early correspondence. Charles Christian Rennell, brother of her friend Sara Rennell, had 
published his An Inquiry Concerning the Origin of Christianity (1838) which she read at least 
twice: then there was her three years' work in translating Strauss's Life of Jesus, which more 
than confirmed Hennell's rejection of the supernatural elements of the Gospels, while her 
translation of Feuerbach's The Essence of Christianity (published in 1854) fired her to the 
assertion which, if not definitive, was certainly decisive - 'With the ideas of Feuerbach I 
everywhere agree' (Letters, II, 153). But novels are not solely written on ideas, though they 
may incorporate them: the Marian Evans who became George Eliot was intent on realism, as 
she had made clear in her Westminster essays on Riehl 's 'The Natural History of German Life' 
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and 'Silly Novels by Lady Novelists' in 1856, and an important part of that realism would of 
necessity include aspects of official Christians, from the well-meaning, ineffectual, unaspirated 
Amos Barton through to the materialistically ambitious and ingratiating Henry Gascoigne, 
whose acquired dipthong is in some ways a kind of verbal initiative which may ultimately get 
him on to the Anglican honours list. 
But let me properly begin with Adam Bede. Dinah in her unordained sincerity is only clerical 
by the loosest of definitions, but her preaching on the green is one of the most sympathetically 
radiant sequences in George Eliot's fiction. It is redolent of uncluttered Christian feeling, and 
it registers in distinct ways. It registers with the rustics, whether they remain spiritually 
impotent or have good but temporary intentions, for religion, be it church ritual observance or 
outdoor novelty as here, is the simple theatre of their lives: it registers as an authorial index, 
for the irony is kind, warm, revelatory, since Dinah's faith and her projection of it carry the 
authenticity of her role in a set historical time; and it inwardly registers with the reader, who is 
aware of that subtle mingling of the sexual and the spiritual which is a major part of George 
Eliot's developing art and which, after all, will be characteristic of Maggie and Dorothea. 
Dinah is like them in being unconscious of sexuality, driven as she is by spiritual need. I am 
a little sad that she cannot be included in this lecture for her own sake, although the clerical 
scene I choose to look at closely from Adam Bede does involve her with that pagan, patrician 
though benevolent pluralist, the Revd Adolphus Irwine. It's a scene that could spark 
controversy, even fireworks, and to carry on mixing the metaphors, it is loosely Anglican chalk 
meeting with fervent Methodist cheese. But it is consummately done through the nature of the 
characters themselves. We are in June 1799, four years before Dinah's calling as female 
travelling preacher is to be terminated anyway by a ruling of the Methodist Council against 
such employment. The Revd lrwine, at some point ordained by a bishop, is seen as a 
community figurehead, an unmarried man with a chronically ill sister and an autocratic mother 
(who perhaps without any irony nicknames him Dauphin) to support. Dinah's meeting with 
him is a cause of potential embarrassment to her Aunt Poyser, for the class division is even 
more potent than the theological one. She need not have worried. Irwine is a gentleman, Dinah, 
though not by birth a lady, is unquestionably good and uncontroversial. Both are 
sympathetically conceived: the scene reveals differences in character and calling, but it also 
reveals a commonality in tolerance, understanding and qualities of sincerity. Dinah tells how 
she first felt the call to preach: Irwine has felt no dramatic call himself, but is sympathetic to 
the apathy and partial failure which Dinah has met with. 
The chapter in which this scene occurs is called 'A Vocation' , and it is placed between two 
other strikingly unclerical scenes, 'The Dairy' and 'Hetty's World'. Its religious concerns are 
thus circumscribed by the ignorantly romantic ambience in which Hetty lives. Its placing is 
very important, for despite Dinah's conviction and persuasiveness, and her concern for Hetty, 
she fails to deflect her vanity. Likewise Irwine, despite his status, his well-bred inclusive 
Christianity and his wish to warn, fails to speak to Arthur when he fears the latter is tempted. 
These failures suggest wider Christian failures. Irwine is comfortably good, Dinah practically 
good. But only after the tragedy is their Christian action felt, Dinah's in going to Hetty, Irwine's 
in comforting Adam as best he can and, more in sadness than anger, confronting Arthur with 
his sin. And I would suggest to you that these failures are of a pattern with those in Scenes of 
Clerical Life. Amos fails both on a vocational and a personal level: Gilfil is a practising 
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chaplain and later Vicar with little evidence of more than a casual Christian involvement; Edgar 
Tryan's passionate faith, which lives on in the reclamation of Janet, is redolent of goodness and 
activity on behalf of others, but the major focus is on his coming death and the 
religious/political pressures which hasten it. Irwine himself is involved in other scenes, as I 
have suggested: like Amos, he has his domestic scene when his loving care and concern for his 
chronically ill sister Anne is evident. But, with Arthur on the brink of confession over Hetty, 
Irwine on the edge of listening, both men draw back: the result is a tragedy which might have 
been averted. Irwine's next scene, apart from the church service for Thias Bede, is at the 
birthday feast, when he speaks in praise of Arthur and of Adam, conveniently presupposing that 
things will continue as they are, with Adam's natural elevation. This stills any doubts he, the 
Rector, may have about his godson. But with Betty's disappearance and Adam's vain search 
for her, Mr Irwine is involved directly in the ongoing oppressive action; he accompanies Adam 
to Stoniton, registers the death of the old squire, is sadly certain of Arthur's culpability in 
making Hetty pregnant, recognises the valuable support that Bartle Massey can afford Adam, 
himself supports Hetty at the trial, writes to Arthur to break the news, and is then largely absent 
until the marriage of Adam and Dinah. His is a central role, but, without being devout, he is a 
fellow-feeling Christian who cuts across the barriers of class in crisis and, more than anyone 
else, is conscious of his own failures. 
The Mill on the Floss offers us contrasting clerical scenes, those involving the ambitious Mr 
Stelling and his moribund lessons with poor Tom, and those involving the Christian Dr Kenn, 
who comes to be subdued by his feminine but distinctly unfeminist flock. The limitations of 
both men are indicated, with pointed irony in the case of Mr Stelling, and poignant revelation 
in the case of Dr Kenn. We are some thirty years on from the time action of Adam Bede. 
Meanwhile Tom Tulliver, at the beginning of Book Second of The Mill on the Floss, encounters 
in his 'First Half' the educational malpractice, already referred to, of that complacent cleric, Mr 
Stelling. The Eliot tone has changed. Stelling is smooth, certainly lacking in humility, seeks to 
impress by his preaching regardless of its substance, fancies being the head of a grammar 
school, has no particular doctrine though he is slightly evangelical since it is the 'telling thing', 
teases Tom and proceeds irrevocably through the Eton Grammar and Euclid which, one is 
inclined to say, are the lay gospels in his educational Bible. He is not unkind, though he invites 
Tom to decline roast beef: Tom does so, the nature of the wit beyond his naturalistic vision, and 
himself declines, becoming no more than a child-minder to little Laura until the advent of 
Maggie. The latter of course takes the Latin Grammar in her intellectual stride: Stelling 
responds to her vivacity, pets and patronizes her, but is in no doubt about her place here and 
hereafter, offering this put down in response to Tom's question that "'Girls can't do Euclid: can 
they, sir?": "They can pick up a little of everything, I daresay," said Mr Stelling, "They've a 
great deal of superficial cleverness; but they couldn't go far into anything. They're quick and 
shallow."' 5 
The clerical scene is nearly over. Stelling is a man of his time, his views on religion and life 
pre-conditioned. They will shift of course, for he is an opportunist, and after Keble's sermon 
in 1833 which helps to alter the practice of Anglicanism, the tinge of Evangelicalism will 
doubtless be eliminated, the adjustment made in the interests of upward mobility and refreshed 
conformity. He lacks Irwine's tolerance, he would hardly have fraternized with Dinah: the 
image is the message, the status of the man his reality, undisturbed as yet by the deeper layers 
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of Christianity which demand giving, sacrifice, humility, though he shows a reflex kindness to 
Tom and Maggie in their adversity. Dr Kenn is different in texture and in kind, and George 
Eliot shows him in sad action and reaction. Critical irony is absent from his appearances, but 
his presence in the novel and his function of genuine, trusting, giving is important and shows 
George Eliot's deliberate use of contrast with Stelling. This use of contrast is to be tellingly 
employed later in Middlemarch. Kenn has recently lost his wife and is left to cope with 
bringing up his children. In Book Seventh Chapter 2 - the chapter title is 'St Ogg's Passes 
Judgment' - Maggie, intent on staying and trying in some way to make up for her ill-considered 
disappearance with Stephen, goes to Dr Kenn. He, 'in deep grief', is with his youngest child, 
aged three, but listens willingly, attentively, sympathetically, to what she has to say, having 
intended to visit her himself. He knows that Stephen's letter has exonerated Maggie, fully 
understands her wish to be near her mother and brother, but with the natural insight of the man 
who accurately reads the simple prejudices of his community, foresees the difficulty of Maggie 
staying in St Ogg's. He epitomizes Christian principle and prospective action, but he also 
reflects its failure to influence the local community and the like communities of his time. His 
own faith assures him that Maggie should be forgiven and accepted: his own experience tells 
him that she won't be. He is brave enough to offer her the position of daily governess to his 
motherless children, persists and appoints her despite opposition: female gossip fears that he 
will marry Maggie, male gossip takes a patronizingly complicit view of his delighting in her 
'fine pair of eyes'. Eventually Kenn is officially blackmailed into submission: he is told that he 
must avoid 'the appearance of evil', and he sees Maggie, saying he will try to obtain a position 
as governess for her elsewhere. Christian action in the face of unChristian opposition, even in 
the name of Christianity, has failed. Sympathetic as we are to Kenn, we have to accept that he 
is a dependant. Principles, integrity, faith, doing what is right in the name of religion are as 
nothing compared to the immediate power of public feeling. And at the back of this we cannot 
help recognizing that George Eliot knew that she could not return to her own roots, 
acknowledged sinner as she was, and that her brother, Isaac Evans, was armed with the Bible, 
the small and telling community of family opinion, and a legal apologist who stood in place of 
personal intimacy - his solicitor. 
There is now a departure, or rather two. The first 'millet-seed of thought' is translated into the 
Church Assembling in Lantern Yard, where deacons rule, the drawing of lots is definitive, 
fallen human nature undermines imposed and ritualistic religion, and Silas Marner comes to 
reject God. It is not a clerical scene, but the homespun outwardness and goodness of Dolly 
Winthrop helps to win Silas back to positive Christian action and parenting via Eppie. And the 
second departure, Romola, which is one long mediaeval scene, pulls no punches in terms of its 
indictment of mediaeval Catholic practice and politics. Sad to think in a way that the road from 
Romola leads to Dan Brown and Michel Benoit, to The Da Vinci Code and The Thirteenth 
Apostle. While Trollope was developing his fictional duality - church affairs and politics 
through his Barchester sequence which had begun seven years before the publication of 
Romo/a - George Eliot was demonstrating that in a corruptive and corrupted past they were 
one. She showed, through her learning and her effortless insights into human nature, that 
monopolistic religious practice is a degradation resulting from those who use it for power and 
abuse it at will. Silas Marner and Romo/a are indelibly linked in close writing-time: they are 
indelibly connected in theme - extremism in the name of creed or the politics of creed, in fact 
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any extremism, is the ultimate indictment of man. 
The intellectual and imaginative journey to Romo/a - published after serialization in the 
Cornhill Magazine by Smith, Elder & Co. - carried George Eliot far from her customary areas, 
but the return to the Midlands and to her publisher John Blackwood meant that the 
commingling of politics and religion was undertaken in Felix Holt. Relevant Christian 
sequences involve the dissenting minister, the Revd Rufus Lyon, important because of the role 
played in the plot by his adopted daughter Esther, while the Anglican element is mirrored in 
the Revd Augustus Debarry and the jolly parson John Lingon. The latter is signposted by a 
chapter motto which resonates with his privileged indulgence: phrases like 'A little lax in 
doctrine and in life I [ ... ] But holding true religion was to do I As you'd be done by - which 
could never mean I That he should preach three sermons in a week.' 6 Set late 1832-1833, Felix 
Holt registers George Eliot's outward transfer to politics, but you will remember that 1833, as 
I mentioned earlier, marks Keble's assize sermon, the beginning of Tracts for the Times, the 
increase of ceremonial and ritual and high seriousness in the Church of England. Commentary 
on Felix Holt has tended to focus on the politics, accepting Lingon and Debarry as 'characters' 
and Rufus Lyon as a genuine eccentric perhaps derived from a Nuneaton original. Strangely, 
there are plot links to the two previous novels, the kind of recycling I referred to earlier. Silas 
discovers Eppie and adopts her, Baldassarre discovers Tito and adopts him, Rufus discovers 
Annette (and her baby) and thus adopts Esther. Secrets are integral to all three novels. Godfrey 
conceals his marriage and his parentage of Eppie, Tito coneals his betrayal of Baldassarre and 
his relationship with Tessa from Romola and of course much more, and Harold conceals his 
marriage while Mrs Transome conceals her sin, the fact that Harold is Jermyn's son. The 
protagonists in each novel - Silas, Savonarola and Felix - suffer false accusations : each novel 
has a trial, Silas via the drawing of lots, Savonarola by the church, Felix by law. In Felix Holt 
there is the telling contrast between the committed, sincere and learned dissenter, Rufus Lyon, 
and the fox-hunting, bandanna-wearing, easy switcher from traditional Tory to radical 
advocate, Jack Lingon. Here the contrast enhances the Reform theme, and the major clerical 
scene is a piece of consummate irony, since it doesn't occur. Felix Holt has a convoluted plot, 
particularly in its legal aspects with the tortured and tortuous questions of inheritance, but when 
Rufus Lyon returns Philip Debarry's pocket book, Debarry writes asking him if he can do 
anything for him in return. This unlikely offer has serious repercussions; for Rufus requests a 
debate with Debarry's uncle, the Rector, about such life-absorbing subjects of the time (we 
presume) as 'the Constitution of the True Church; and, secondly, the bearing thereupon of the 
English Reformation' .7 The Rector is selfish but not stupid and declines, but having a diffident 
curate to keep occupied, orders him to undertake the public debate. And accordingly the scene 
of the meeting, a clerical scene promising verbal theological drama at least, is set up. Ladies of 
Independent chapel or Anglican church loyalties predominate in the audience, and in the 
structure of the novel this balances those other public scenes of male predominance in politics, 
where corruption and violence are part of the action. However the curate Mr Sherlock leaves 
Treby Magna by train, writes up his side of the debate, and puts it in the post to Philip Debarry. 
Thankfully we are spared it. The expectant audience in the hall has to do without its drama. But 
the clerical scene that never was is, perhaps unconsciously, a master stroke - perhaps mistress 
stroke would be more genderly correct- by the author, for in this flawed novel the greatest flaw 
of all is that there is simply too much talk. Felix has a built-in mobile 120 years before they 
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were invented as well as a metaphorical soap-box down from which he will not get. Rufus 
suffers from a common disease of the period, irritable Bible syndrome. By not reporting the 
debate, surely irrelevant anyway in view of the fervent political times, George Eliot is 
indicating that the hot air of Christian division is just that. 
But for the reader the best is yet to be. Middlemarch was published after Trollope's major 
clerical sequence in Barsetshire had ended with The Last Chronicle of Barset in 1867, and after 
Mrs Oliphant's Carlingford series, initially thought by some to be by George Eliot, who was 
suitably miffed, also closed. Mrs Oliphant couldn't resist straying back to her sequence for a 
final visit in 1876 with the delightful Phoebe Junior. Contrasting clergy are central to the 
pulsating sequences of Middlemarch, appearing naturally in the investigation and exposure of 
small groups, families, friends. Casaubon is not only an attenuated scholar: he is also a paper 
Christian, leisured and richer than Irwine, with a curate freeing him from clerical action, while 
his own sense of duty is strictly ritualistic in observance. There are a number of clerical scenes 
in Middlemarch, and here I want to look at an early one to show George Eliot's darkening 
irony, her full maturity of appraisal, as Casaubon responds to Dorothea's acceptance of his 
proposal. We never again see him so animated except when he reprimands her over Will, and 
then the arctic element is ascendant: 
'My dear young lady - Miss Brooke - Dorothea!' he said, pressing her 
hand between his hands, 'this is a happiness greater than I had ever imagined 
to be in reserve for me. That I should ever meet with a mind and person so rich 
in the mingled graces which could render marriage desirable, was far indeed 
from my conception. You have all - nay, more than all - those qualities which 
I have ever regarded as the characteristic excellences of womanhood. The great 
charm of your sex is its capability of an ardent self-sacrificing affection, and 
herein we see its fitness to round and complete the existence of our own. 
Hitherto I have known few pleasures save of the severer kind: my satisfactions 
have been those of the solitary student. I have been little disposed to gather 
flowers that would wither in my hand, but now I shall pluck them with 
eagerness to place them in your bosom.' 
No speech could have been more thoroughly honest in its intention: the 
frigid rhetoric at the end was as sincere as the bark of a dog, or the cawing of 
an amorous rook .... 
Dorothea's faith supplied all that Mr Casaubon's words seemed to 
leave unsaid: what believer sees a disturbing omission or infelicity? The text, 
whether of prophet or of poet, expands for whatever we can put into it, and 
even his bad grammar is sublime. 
'I am very ignorant - you will quite wonder at my ignorance,' said 
Dorothea. 'I have so many thoughts that may be quite mistaken; and now I shall 
be able to tell them all to you, and ask you about them. But,' she added with 
rapid imagination of Mr Casaubon's probable feeling, 'I will not trouble you 
too much; only when you are inclined to listen to me. You must often be weary 
with the pursuit of subjects in your own track. I shall gain enough if you will 
take me with you there.' 8 
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Casaubon is naturally charmed and moved: how lucky he is. The irony is pervasive. It deepens 
after his response, as the narrative voice completes the mutual delusion and defines the 
convenient reality of his social position: 
Before he left the next day it had been decided that the marriage should take 
place within six weeks. Why not? Mr Casaubon's house was ready. It was not 
a parsonage, but a considerable mansion, with much land attached to it. The 
parsonage was inhabited by the curate, who did all the duty except preaching 
the morning sermon.9 
Treated by Dorothea 'as if he were a Protestant Pope', Casaubon expands the narratorial simile 
into factual experience by choosing Rome as the honeymoon, thus exposing Dorothea to the 
full sweep of inward and outward suffering. As their rooted incompatability becomes apparent 
there and thereafter, George Eliot's equally rooted humanitarian appraisal allows us glimpses 
of Casaubon's own humanity, his concern for Dorothea when she waits up late for him after 
their argument, his dignity when Lydgate tells him of his terminal heart condition, or the 
intellectual dementia that makes him cut and paste with speed what has been for years left 
turgidly filed away. 
The other clerics in Middlemarch are different in kind. Mr Cadwallader, or the fishing 
incumbent, lacks Casaubon's comfortable inheritance though he has the dubious compensation 
of a sharp-tongued wife who ensures that any scene in which they participate is dominated by 
her. We do not meet the apostolic Tyke, I think, but we do meet his supposed rival and opposite, 
Camden Farebrother, in some ways the most likeable of George Eliot's clerics but subject to 
the same disease as the man whose friend he becomes, Tertius Lydgate. I refer to what the 
narrator calls 'spots of commonness'. Farebrother is a fine preacher who plays whist for 
money: this enables him to indulge his interest in Natural History and science and helps to 
support his mother, his aunt and his sister. He doubts his own sense of vocation, yet with the 
offer of the living of Lowick through the agency of Lydgate 's advice to Dorothea, resolves to 
be a better clergyman - even saying he will renounce whist- and hears Fred Vincy's confession 
that Mary Garth will not have him if he takes holy orders. It is a fine point of irony, perhaps 
the most effective low-key authorial comment on the practice of appointing graduates - Fred 
has at last got his degree from Omnibus College - to be clergymen of the Church of England. 
Fred wants Farebrother to find out Mary's feelings about him, the poignancy for the Vicar, and 
the reader, lying in the fact that Farebrother himself is in love with Mary. His scene with her is 
one of the finest in the novel, engaging as it does with Mary's guilt over her part in changing 
Fred's expectations with regard to Featherstone's will. Farebrother reassures her about this, and 
endures - I think that is the right word - Mary's unequivocal denunciation of those who 
undertake the clerical function without full Christian commitment. The irony is deepened by 
the fact that her remarks are not directed at Farebrother himself, though he might well feel the 
cutting edge of their implication: but in strict honesty to Fred and the self-interest he feels, he 
pushes Mary further and learns that she would not give up Fred for anyone else. Thus his own 
wish to marry Mary, made now more possible because of his improved position, is dead before 
it can be spoken. Mary, greatly moved and sensitively insightful, sees 'something like the 
resolute suppression of a pain in Mr Farebrother's manner' 10 before he leaves her. In this crisis 
in his own life he has put the needs of another before his own. 
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The clerical scenes of Daniel Deronda are among the most revealing that George Eliot wrote, 
for the Reverend Henry Gascoigne, seen with his family and in relation to Gwendolen, acts as 
initial counterbalance to the unfolding psychological depth with which the stories of 
Gwendolen and Daniel Deronda are presented. Having originally been Captain Gaskin - a 
surname hardly conducive to social advancement, since it defines the hind leg of a horse 
between the stifle and the hock - he sheds the rank but acquires the dipthong which spuriously 
conveys class alignment while he continues to be the military man in domestic rule and social 
planning. The irony which embraces him is more subtly injurious than anything which has been 
employed in preceding portraits. It includes a tincture of sexuality beyond the natural, familial 
prescription: his admiration for Gwendolen is infused not merely with social pride but with a 
kind of reined-in physical awareness, while his partiality for his daughter Anna is a brisk 
equivalent to the sentimental excess with which Dickens contemplates his own Little Dorrit or 
Little Nell. He makes a man of Rex regardless of the cost in human terms, admittedly his 
awareness of Gwendolen's sexual fascination - she is innocent of its consequences -
strengthening his motive here, so that Rex takes the law as his mistress, an even greater 
deepening of ironic result. He enjoys squiring Gwendolen at the archery meeting and basks in 
her success. He keeps quiet about what he knows of Grandcourt and that other establishment, 
with one eye on economic certainty if Gwendolen marries Grandcourt and the other on possible 
advancement for himself by association. Even the put-downs after Gwendolen's marriage are 
accepted as part of the set order of things. Henry Gascoigne is typically English, ruled by what 
he would like to think is Christian principle but really by an inherent determination not to rock 
the establishment boat. He does his duty by his wife's sister and her family, rather enjoying the 
small power of economic sacrifice and ordered reorganization attendant upon it: he is 
conscious of spiritual rewards and hopes for temporal. Idealism is unknown to him: he can be 
temporarily shaken but not stirred. We remember his trip to Genoa and his conversations with 
Sir Hugo Mallinger. Like Irwine before him, at a moment of greatest crisis he can provide a 
presence, but nothing he believes or does can provide spiritual or moral sustenance, discretion 
is the better part of faith. Admitted into intimate gossip, albeit covert, with a soft-centred 
aristocrat, Henry achieves a kind of reward, being accepted, though perhaps only temporarily, 
as an equal. 
In her last novel George Eliot has moved finally away from the limitations of what I would call 
the traditions and modes of English professional Christianity. She has not, as some would have 
us believe, embraced Judaism, but she has indicated the possibility of a national and spiritual 
home, geographically rooted, for one of the great Biblical families. I say possibility, because 
Daniel may find the pre-kibbutz ethos uncongenial and reintegrate himself back into his 
adoptive land, as Irene Nemirovsky tried to do in France before she was summarily dispatched 
to her death in Auschwitz. 
In conclusion, let me repeat that George Eliot's clerical scenes are integral to her fiction which, 
with the exception of Romo/a, deals mainly with the particularities of society as it was in the 
first half of the nineteenth century and a little beyond. Set beside The Chronicles of Carlingford 
or the Barchester novels of Trollope, and some of his lesser novels too, they are notations rather 
than full commentaries, but they have a gathering incisive emphasis as her own beliefs and 
perspectives shift and become progressively less insular. As always, her qualified optimism is 
based on tradition and the capacity for change. We should remember and edit the first line of 
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her epigraph to the Epilogue of Felix Holt - 'Our finest hope is finest memory' .11 Part of that 
memory is, of course, Christian by association, upbringing, location, 'a sweet habit of the 
blood' .12 While she reveals the inherent goodness and concern of some official Christians in 
her fiction, she also exposes through her ironic emphases, the limitations of conformity and 
narrowness, and, inevitably, human failure on a spiritual and practical level. We feel, to use 
headings from Impressions of Theophrastus Such, that looking backward and looking inward 
are the prerequisites to looking outward and looking forward. 
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